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Summary
Haplotypes are fundamental to fully characterize the diploid genome of an 
individual, yet methods to directly chart the unique genetic makeup of each 
parental chromosome are lacking. Here we introduce single cell DNA template 
strand sequencing (Strand-seq) as a novel approach to phase diploid genomes 
along the entire length of all chromosomes. We demonstrate the power of 
haplotyping using Strand-Seq by phasing a HapMap individual (NA12878) at high 
accuracy (concordance 99.3%) without using generational information or statistical 
inference. With this approach, we mapped all meiotic recombination events in a 
family trio with high resolution (median range ~14kb). In addition our approach 
allows phasing of larger structural variants like deletions, insertions as well as 
balanced rearrangements like inversions. Lastly, the single cell resolution of our 
approach allowed us to observe loss of heterozygosity regions in small number of 
cells, a significant advantage for studies of heterogeneous cell populations, such 
as cancer cells. We conclude that Strand-seq is a unique and powerful approach to 
completely phase individual genomes and map inheritance patterns in families as 
well as detect haplotype differences between single cells.
Introduction
Diploid organisms, like humans, contain two homologous copies of each 
chromosome, one inherited from the father and one from the mother. Despite 
being highly similar, each homologous chromosome harbors a unique set of genetic 
variants, ranging from single nucleotide variants (SNVs), insertions, and deletions, 
to large polymorphic inversions. The collection of genetic variants along a single 
chromosome is called a haplotype, and the process of assigning variants to 
corresponding haplotypes is referred to as phasing.
Haplotype-resolved genomes are important in many areas of personalized 
medicine and genetics, ranging from variant-disease associations (1), mapping 
regions with loss of heterozygosity (LOH) (2), to studies of inheritance patterns in 
pedigrees and populations (3). To phase genetic variants (alleles) into haplotypes, 
both computational and experimental approaches have been developed (4). 
Currently, massively-parallel sequencing provides the most complete set of alleles 
of an individual. Unfortunately, phasing these variants across the length of a 
chromosome is currently very challenging unless the parents of the individual are 
also sequenced (5, 6).  To overcome this limitation, whole chromosome sorting 
(7-9) and chromatin capture techniques (10) have been developed. However, such 
techniques are labour- and time-consuming and have not been widely adopted in 
practice. To overcome these limitations linked-read sequencing (11) was recently 
proposed to deliver long-range haplotypes. However, with this method is not yet 
possible to phase genetic variants across whole chromosomes. In this study, we 
introduce Strand-seq (12) together with a custom bioinformatics pipeline as a 
novel, direct approach for haplotyping.
We demonstrate that this approach circumvents the need for generational 
information and rapidly builds accurate and dense whole chromosome haplotypes. 
We directly apply these tools to phase de novo germline variants of an individual, 
and to map parental meiotic recombination events in a family trio. Lastly, we 
illustrate how the single cell resolution of our approach allows us to detect changes 
in the haplotype structure in subpopulations of cells.
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Results
Phasing using single cell template strand sequencing
Strand-seq is a single cell sequencing technique in which only one strand of DNA of 
each chromosome is sequenced, allowing individual homologs to be distinguished 
as either Watson (W, reverse strand), or Crick (C, forward strand) based on read 
alignment to the reference genome (Figure 1A, i). The principle of Strand-seq 
is based on template strand identity of sister chromatids generated during DNA 
replication. During mitosis, each daughter cell inherits one sister chromatid from 
each parental homolog (Figure 1A, ii). By sequencing only the original template 
strand of the inherited chromatids, we can distinguish both homologs in a single 
cell as either two Crick template strands (CC), two Watson templates (WW) 
or a combination of Watson and Crick templates (WC) (12, 13) (Figure 1A iii). 
Consequently, when a cell inherits a chromosome as WC, the parental haplotypes 
for that chromosome can be readily distinguished (Figure 1A, iv). This allows the 
variant alleles found in short sequencing reads of Strand-seq libraries to be phased 
along entire chromosomes, generating haplotypes that span centromeres, sequence 
gaps, and regions of homozygosity. By pooling data of multiple Strand-seq libraries 
from cells that inherited a chromosome as WC, accurate and dense linkage maps 
of the two parental haplotypes for that chromosome can be achieved.
To evaluate haplotype phasing using Strand-seq, we generated sequencing libraries 
from an extensively studied HapMap family trio (14, 15) (see Methods, Section 1). 
We selected the child (NA12878) for our initial analysis because this individual 
was previously phased using parental genotype information and can therefore 
serve as a reference to assess the validity and precision of our approach. The 
Strand-seq library for a single NA12878 cell is illustrated in Figure 1B. Within this 
single cell, reads that aligned to the reference assembly (see Methods, Section 
2) covered ~5% of the genome and half of the genome was inherited as WC and 
thus suitable for phasing (Figure 1B). Using single nucleotide variants (SNVs) listed 
in the HapMap reference for NA12878, we phased 77,717 variant alleles in this 
single cell (1.34% of reference SNVs), with 99.3% of the phased SNVs matching the 
reference haplotypes. This result illustrates that Strand-seq can be used to rapidly 
generate highly accurate chromosome-spanning haplotypes from single cells.
Building whole genome haplotypes from multiple single cell Strand-seq libraries
In order to build more complete whole genome haplotypes, Strand-seq data from 
multiple cells was combined. Since single-cell libraries sample the genome in a 
more-or-less random fashion, subsets of phased SNVs from multiple Strand-seq 
libraries can be compiled into a dense consensus haplotype. For this purpose, 
we developed a Strand-seq phasing algorithm and analysis pipeline, called 
‘StrandPhase’ (see Methods, Section 3) (algorithm is available at https://github.
com/daewoooo/StrandPhase). Briefly, all WC regions are first identified within 
each individual library, and SNVs present on each template strand are phased 
to build single cell haplotypes. Then, StrandPhase iteratively adds the phased 
variants from each single library into two consensus haplotypes based on the best 
concordance. Accordingly, our algorithm concatenates haplotype information 
from multiple single libraries, reinforcing and validating the phased variants in 
consensus haplotypes for each homolog (Figure 1C).
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Figure 1 - Direct whole-chromosome haplotyping using Strand-seq. a) (i) Two homologous chromo-
somes are shown  in light red and light blue. Each homolog is composed of a positive template strand 
(Crick, green) and a negative template strand (Watson, orange) strand. (ii) Cells incorporate BrdU dur-
ing DNA replication generating hemi-substituted sister chromatids witha BrdU-labelled nascent strand 
(dashed lines). (iii) Segregation of sister chromatids in two daughter cells leads to depicted combina-
tions of maternal and paternal template strands. DNA strands containing BrdU are selectively removed 
during library preparation, such that only the original template DNA strands are sequenced. Read den-
sity along a chromosome is plotted as horizontal bars. (iv) When daughter cells inherit one Crick and 
one Watson template strand for a particular chromosome, we can use strand directionality to directly 
assign all reads to separate haplotypes. b) Example of a single cell Strand-seq library, generated from 
HapMap cell line NA12878. Each chromosome is represented as a vertical ideogram and the distribution 
of directional sequencing reads is represented as horizontal lines along each chromosome, with Watson 
in orange, and Crick in green. WC regions that were selected for haplotype phasing are highlighted by 
red bars. c) The custom phasing algorithm StrandPhase processes one chromosome at a time. Cells that 
inherit one Crick and one Watson template strand for a particular chromosome are selected as input 
and the SNVs identified on each template strand are used to derive each single cell haplotypes. In the 
first iteration, anchor haplotypes are established by the pair of single cell haplotypes exhibiting the 
highest number of overlapping heterozygous SNVs. This is used to initialize the consensus haplotypes 
‘H1’ and ‘H2’, which are further built upon in subsequent iterations. In the second iteration, the second 
most dense single cell haplotype is considered and compared to both consensus haplotypes and any new 
SNVs are added to the consensus haplotype showing the best concordance. With each iteration, the 
consensus haplotypes are extended, until no additional single cell haplotype can be reliably assigned to 
the one of the consensus haplotypes.
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To evaluate the performance of our analysis pipeline, we selected 183 Strand-seq 
libraries derived from NA12878 and pre-filtered them based on read depth and 
coverage distribution (see Methods). Using StrandPhase this data was used to build 
two consensus haplotypes, each representing a phased parental homolog inherited 
by the child (NA12878). Across all 183 libraries, the aligned reads covered a total 
of 2,156,208 SNV positions, representing 74.6% of the variants listed in the HapMap 
reference (Table S1). Of the all identified variants, 1,730,627 SNV alleles were 
assigned to consensus haplotype 1 (Child H1) and 1,729,512 SNV alleles to consensus 
haplotype 2 (Child H2) (Figure S1A), yielding a median distance between all phased 
alleles of 622 bp (1309 bp for heterozygous alleles). As we increased the number 
of cells analyzed, SNV coverage increased and distance between subsequent SNVs 
decreased (Figure 2, inset), eventually reaching saturation. Next, we compared 
our haplotypes to the HapMap reference and found 99.3% of our phased SNV alleles 
concordant with the reported haplotypes (Figure 2). In addition to continuous 
stretches of haplotypes we observed smaller haplotype switches as well (Figure 2, 
black asterisks). These switches are most likely caused by homozygous inversions 
(16).
Despite the accurate phasing of SNVs spanning every chromosome in the genome, 
we found 23,782 alleles (0.7%) that were discordant to the HapMap reference. 
Strikingly, 52.9% of these discordances were observed in more than one cell in our 
dataset, supporting the confidence of our allele phasing (Figure S1B). Because the 
likelihood of the random PCR or sequencing errors occurring at the same genomic 
position in the same homolog in multiple independent sequencing libraries is very 
low, we propose the discordant phasing at these SNVs represents either errors in 
the HapMap reference, inversions or batch-specific differences of the cell line.
To further confirm the specificity of haplotype reconstruction using Strand-seq, 
we tested haplotyping discordances between Strand-seq and HapMap phasing 
using publicly-available long-read PacBio RNA-Seq data from the same NA12878 
individual (17) (see Methods, Section 4). We cross-referenced the alleles segregating 
together on each cDNA molecule with both the Strand-Seq and HapMap-derived 
haplotypes. We found nearly perfect concordance (99.2%) of the PacBio dataset to 
our haplotypes while its concordance to HapMap reference was only 94.7%. (Table 
S2). This result illustrates that we can generate accurate haplotypes directly, in the 
absence of generational (parental or population) information, which represents a 
major advance in the field.
With the ability to build whole genome haplotypes, we explored phasing of unique 
individual variations. Expectedly, trio-based or population-based haplotyping 
is highly inefficient at phasing variants that occur de novo (18). For example, 
only one in five de novo variants were phased in recent trio-based whole-genome 
sequencing studies (19, 20). To investigate the efficiency of haplotype phasing of 
unique variants within an individual, we applied phasing to 49 previously described 
and validated germline de novo mutations for NA12878 (21). Of these, 42 were 
found in our dataset and were phased within our consensus haplotypes, while 
the remaining 7 mutations were not covered in our libraries. A previous study 
attempted to phase the same alleles but was unsuccessful due to the large distance 
between each de novo mutation (8). These results show that using Strand-seq one 
can phase both inherited and individual-specific variants, a major advantage for 
clinical research.
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Having shown that we can build accurate whole genome haplotypes without the 
need to sequence family members, we set out to study haplotype inheritance in 
a family trio. To explore this, we generated Strand-seq libraries for the father 
(NA12891) and mother (NA12892) of the HapMap child (NA12878). In total, we 
selected 233 libraries for the father and 267 for the mother, which were analyzed 
using our StrandPhase pipeline (Table S1). From these data, we captured 82.5% 
and 72.7% SNVs present in the HapMap reference for the father and mother, 
respectively, and this information was used to build complete whole genome 
haplotypes for each parent. We confirmed that phased parental haplotypes agreed 
with our findings for the child by comparing the heterozygous variants in the child 
that were homozygous in at least one parent. This allowed us to unambiguously 
assign the parental origin of 99.7% of the child’s heterozygous SNVs, and thus 
Figure 2 - Accurate and dense whole genome haplotypes are built from multiple single cell Strand-
seq libraries. Assembled haplotypes of the child derived from 183 Strand-seq libraries. Chromosome 
ideograms illustrate 151,700 high confidence (covered in more than 1 cell) heterozygous SNV positions 
phased from Strand-seq data and compared to the HapMap reference. The consensus haplotypes de-
termined by Strand-seq, are depicted for each chromosome, with each SNV represented by a vertical 
line and color-coded based on whether it matched the child’s reference homolog 1 (brown) or homo-
log 2 (yellow) listed in the HapMap reference. Discordant alleles that did not match either reference 
haplotype are shown in red. Asterisks – points to short localized switches in haplotypes confirmed as 
homozygous inversions. Inset (Black line): percentage of HapMap reference SNVs covered, and (Red 
line) the median distance between these SNVs is plotted for various numbers of libraries (25, 50, 100, 
150), randomly sampled from the entire data set of 183 cells.
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predict which homolog was inherited from the maternal versus paternal lineages 
(Figure S2). In addition, we were able to assign a parental homolog to the 42 
germline de novo mutations identified in the child, with 37 of paternal and 5 of 
maternal origin. This observation is consistent with previous studies reporting a 
larger contribution of paternally-derived de novo mutations to progeny (19, 20). 
With whole genome haplotypes independently phased for each individual in this 
family, we explored whether Strand-seq can be used to map individual meiotic 
recombination events. We compared our assembled haplotypes to those reported 
in the HapMap reference and, unlike the almost complete concordance seen in the 
child, we observed multiple switches in the parental haplotypes (Figure 3A). This 
is because the methods used to build the HapMap reference relied on the child 
haplotypes to infer the phase of the parental homologs (22). However, the child’s 
genome is composed of recombined germline products, and therefore the parental 
haplotypes in the HapMap reference contain mixed parental alleles. We infer that 
the haplotype switches between our data and the HapMap reference data represent 
the locations of parental meiotic recombination events. Indeed, an independent 
comparison of our derived consensus haplotypes from the child to those of both 
parents showed discrete positions where the parental haplotypes inherited by the 
child had recombined (Figure 3B). For instance, the child’s paternally-derived 
homolog of chromosome 1 exhibited two distinct haplotype switches, where the 
first part of p-arm was most similar to Father H2, the middle matched Father 
H1 and the last part of q-arm matched Father H2. These haplotype switches 
represent locations of meiotic recombination in the paternal gamete, resulting 
in a shuffling of the parental SNV alleles inherited by the child. We observed 38 
switches (including two on chromosome X) on the maternal and 26 on the paternal 
homologs of the child, consistent with meiotic recombination rates estimated in 
previous studies (23-26).
To more precisely map these recombination events, we systematically tracked 
parental haplotype inheritance in the child using a pairwise similarity test (see 
Methods, Section 5). This allowed us to precisely map recombination breakpoints, 
at locations where similarity of a child haplotype switched, for example, from 
Father H1 to Father H2 (Figure 3C). In total, we mapped all 64 recombination 
events (Figure S3A), with a median breakpoint resolution of 14,385 bp (Figure 
4B). Of interest, we found that 1 in 3 of our meiotic recombination breakpoints 
overlapped with previously localized recombination hotspots (27) (Figure 3D).
In addition to meiotic recombination events, which involve reciprocal exchanges 
of large blocks of homologous chromosomes, we also observed a number of smaller 
phase switches. For instance, on homolog Child H1 of chromosome 13, we did 
not observe any meiotic recombination of the father’s homologs. Instead, we 
localized a short region where the haplotypes exhibited a segmental decrease 
in similarity to the corresponding paternal haplotype (Figure S6A).  Here, we 
identified four consecutive SNVs that matched homolog Father H1 in a child 
homolog that otherwise matched homolog Father H2 (Figure S3B). Such a short 
switch in haplotypes could result from homozygous inversions, two independent 
meiotic crossovers in close vicinity, or originate from a gene conversion event. 
We examined the template strand directionality of this region and did not find 
evidence supporting an inversion (16), suggesting this represents either a meiotic 
or a conversion event. We located 18 additional regions in the child’s homologs that 
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exhibited a short haplotype switch involving at least 3 consecutive heterozygous 
SNV positions. Taken together, our results demonstrate the power of Strand-seq 
to comprehensively map meiotic recombination breakpoints and predict potential 
gene conversion events within a family trio.
Phasing of larger structural variants
In addition to SNVs, StrandPhase allows phasing of larger structural variants 
(SV) like deletions and insertions. To phase such variants we used Strand-seq to 
split reads into homolog specific subsets for SV genotyping. Figure S4A shows an 
example of a heterozygous deletion in Father H2 which was inherited to Child H1. 
Moreover, we propose this technique is able to characterize individual homologs 
based on the copy number of segmental duplications (Figure S4B, arrowheads). 
Importantly, balanced rearrangements like inversions which are difficult to detect 
with current technologies can be reliably mapped (16) and phased using Strand-
seq. To our knowledge, this is the only sequencing technique able to map and 
phase heterozygous inversions. (Figure S4C-E). To prove the phasing efficacy of 
larger SVs using our technique we set to phase deletions of various sizes from 1000 
Genome project (28). All experimentally validated deletions for NA12878, NA12891 
and NA12892 were confirmed using StrandPhase along with family inheritance 
patterns. To provide more comprehensive set of SV phased by our method we 
Figure 3 - Genome-wide mapping of meiotic recombination breakpoints in a family trio. a) Circular 
plots of Strand-seq haplotypes (H1 and H2) assembled for a family trio (mother, child, and father) with 
each pair of homologs compared to the corresponding HapMap reference haplotypes. Only heterozy-
gous SNV positions are plotted along each chromosome. Strand-seq haplotypes for the child (middle 
circles, yellow and brown) match the HapMap reference along the whole length of the chromosome 
(see also Figure 2). Haplotypes from the mother (inner circle, light red and dark red), and father (outer 
circle, light blue and dark blue) show multiple switches (blue and red dots) between the Strand-seq 
haplotypes and those listed in the HapMap reference. b) Comparison of the Strand-seq child’s haplo-
types to the Strand-seq parental haplotypes, with only the heterozygous SNV positions plotted for each 
homolog. We compared each of the child’s haplotypes independently to both the parental haplotypes. 
Haplotype switches (blue and red dots) represent sites of meiotic recombination and occur at almost 
every chromosome, both from the maternal and paternal germline. Red arrowhead marks the switch 
event illustrated in (c). c) i) Similarity plot for chromosome 4 depicting pairwise comparison of each 
child homolog (C1 and C2) with both parental homologs (F1 and F2, or M1 and M2, as indicated) (see 
Methods, Section 5). Lines depict continuous stretches of high (+10) and low (-10) similarity. A high 
similarity score (e.g. 10) indicated all SNVs were matched between the pairs, whereas a low similarity 
score (e.g. -10) indicated the homologs were dissimilar. This illustrates that, for this chromosome, C1 
was inherited from the father, and C2 was inherited from the mother. Black arrowheads point to loca-
tions where the degree of similarity switched between the inherited parental homologs (e.g. from F1 
to F2, as shown in ii) red arrowhead) and mark locations of meiotic recombination. ii) Enlarged region 
of chromosome 4 showing the homolog-specific bam files generated for child’s homolog (C2) inherited 
from the father, and the corresponding paternal homologs (F1 and F2). Read coverage (grey) was plot-
ted for each bam file, with heterozygous SNVs highlighted (see legend). Using these SNVs the meiotic 
recombination breakpoint was narrowed to a 2,605 bp region. (lower panel). d) A comparison of the 
overlap of the meiotic recombination breakpoints predicted in this study to the hotspots reported in 
the deCODE project. The middle panel illustrates the genomic regions where a meiotic recombination 
breakpoint was found in our analysis, with each row depicting a distinct recombination event and the 
color denoting overlap with the predicted deCODE recombination rates corresponding to these loca-
tions (white indicates high levels of recombination, and black marks low levels of recombination). The 
left and right panels show 50kb upstream and 50kb downstream of the defined meiotic recombination 
breakpoint, respectively, again with the color representing the overlap with deCODE recombination 
rates. We saw high concordance between our predicted breakpoints and those listed in the deCODE da-
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decided to take mapped and phased heterozygous deletions from phase3 of 1000 
Genome project (28). First we selected deletions larger than 1kb and phase them 
for NA12878 (see Supplemental Methods) Out of 348 selected deletions, 305 
matched the phase stated in the 1000 Genome reference while 8 deletion did not. 
The rest 35 deletions could not be reliably assessed because of low coverage in 
homolog specific BAM files. In addition to deletions larger than 1 kb we explored 
smaller indels as well (see Supplemental Methods). Out of all 302555 short indels 
we have successfully phased 68233 (22,6%). The concordance of phased indels 
using Strand-seq in comparison to the 1000 Genome reference was 97.7%. Low 
number of phased indels using Strand-seq could be caused by genotyping step of 
homolog specific BAM files. Genotyping was done by GATK which was not tailored 
for low coverage data from single cell sequencing. Together these results prove 
that our phasing approach can reliably phase SV of various sizes.
Mapping of regional changes in haplotypes at the single cell level
Finally, we investigated the potential of Strand-seq to map mosaic recombination 
events at the single cell level. For this, we performed a pairwise similarity analysis 
to compare the consensus haplotypes built for each family member (i.e. H1 and 
H2) to the single cell haplotypes of each individual Strand-seq library (see Methods, 
Section 6). In total, we identified 44 locations (8 in the mother, 19 in the father 
and 17 in the child) where the consensus haplotypes switched in a homolog of a 
single cell (Figure 5A). For instance, in one maternal cell, Mother H1 switched to 
Mother H2 at the centromere of chromosome 1 (Figure 5B, i). This resulted in one 
haplotype being converted to the other, thus marking a LOH region within the cell. 
Notably, this loss was not due to a deletion, since comparable read depths were 
found for both homologs (data not shown). The observed LOH patterns in these cells 
suggest that mitotic recombination events might be commonly occurring between 
homologous chromosomes (29) at a frequency of ~0.06 events per cell (Figure 5C). 
The possibility to explore LOH events and other genetic rearrangements at the 
single cell level is expected to have many applications in studies of DNA repair and 
cancer.
Discussion
The results presented here show that Strand-seq, together with StrandPhase, is a 
novel single cell haplotyping method that retains linkage information along whole 
chromosomes. Because Strand-seq does not involve genome pre-amplification 
steps during library preparation, the sequence bias and allelic drop-out introduced 
during PCR amplification are reduced and highly accurate phase information of a 
single cell is enabled. By compiling SNVs across multiple Strand-seq cells, we were 
able to reconstruct whole genome haplotypes without generational information. 
Each SNV is independently sampled in multiple single cell libraries, allowing us 
Figure 4 - Genome-wide map of recombination breakpoints. a) The genomic locations of maternal 
(red) and paternal (blue) meiotic recombination events, plotted for each homolog of the child. The 
width of each vertical bar represents the length of the region where recombination event was mapped. 
b) The size distribution of all mapped recombination breakpoints. Vertical line shows that the majority 
of breakpoints were mapped to a region less than 50 kb in size. The outliers arise within centromeres, 
where precise breakpoint mapping is challenged by reference assembly gaps and/or only a small num-
ber of reads mapping uniquely.
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to directly cross-validate variant calls made in a sample and rapidly build highly 
accurate consensus haplotypes. Highlighting this, our results recapitulate the 
HapMap project reference haplotypes without statistical inference, population or 
pedigree data, demonstrating the strength of our approach for clinical studies. 
With the current Strand-seq protocol, around one hundred single cell libraries 
(with an average genome coverage of ~2,5% per single cell library) are sufficient to 
encompass 60-70% of the genomic SNVs (Figure S11). In addition to SNVs we have 
accurately phased larger structural variants like deletion, as well as smaller indels.
An important limitation of our current method is the requirement for BrdU 
incorporation in dividing cells as the input for Strand-seq, and the low genome 
coverage of single cell libraries. However, we believe that these limitations 
are mitigated by the possibility to rapidly phase entire chromosomes and track 
haplotype differences at the single cell level. Additionally, relatively low coverage 
obtained from single cell libraries, resulting in incomplete set of phased alleles 
can be augmented by other data, such as whole genome sequencing (WGS) or 
long-read technologies. This is illustrated using publicly available WGS data for 
NA12878 (Figure S6). We expect that the future studies on haplotypes will benefit 
from the combination of Strand-Seq and long-read technologies what would be the 
preferred way to get complete and chromosome-long haplotypes.
Altogether, we propose Strand-seq is a unique tool able to completely phase 
individual genomes, map inheritance patterns in family trios and explore 
haplotype structure in single cells. Over the other related phasing techniques 
Strand-seq offers unmatched accuracy thanks to the avoidance of any genome 
pre-amplification. Moreover, Strand-seq phasing can be coupled with mapping of 
balanced rearrangements, like inversion, what is a big asset for clinical research. 
We anticipate that Strand-seq haplotyping will facilitate de novo assembly of 
haplotype-aware personal genomes, which will have important implications for 
studying the heritability of disease-causing genomic variants to better understand 
human health and disease.
Figure 5 -  Mapping regional changes in haplotypes at the single cell level. a) Size distribution of 
all loss of heterozygosity (LOH) regions located within single cell Strand-seq libraries, plotted for each 
individual by chromosome and colored based on the family member. Black circles mark LOH regions 
encompassing a whole chromosomal arm, some of which occurred near the same genomic location in 
multiple single cells, and within different individuals (as exampled for chromosome 16 in b). b) Detailed 
analysis of  LOH. For the chromosome arms outlined in a), a comparison was made between haplotypes. 
Each single-cell identifier is assigned as H1 or H2 based on the consensus haplotype it belongs to. The 
y-axis represents similarity values (+3, -3) of this homolog, in comparison to the consensus haplotypes 
(see Methods, Section 6), with the x-axis representing the position along the single cell homolog (H1 
and H2). Red arrows points to positions where single cell haplotype starts to match opposing consensus 
haplotype. For chromosome 16 of the mother and the child we predict that recombination occurred 
in the centromeric region (dashed line). Note that the observed LOH only occurs on one of the two 




1. Raw data production
Cells and cell culture
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) transformed B-lymphocyte cell lines GM12878, GM12891, 
and GM12892 were obtained from the Coriell Institute for Medical Research 
(Camden, NJ, USA). The pedigree of all cell lines is UTAH/MORMON from USA, 
which were part of the International HapMap Project (Frazer et al. 2007; Altshuler 
et al. 2010). Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco) supplemented with 
15% FBS (Sigma Aldrich) at 5% CO2. For Strand-seq, BrdU (40 or 100 µM, final) was 
added to exponentially growing cells for 24 hours.
Strand-seq
Cells were sorted and Strand-seq libraries were constructed and sequenced as 
previously described (30). For sequencing, clusters were generated on the cBot and 
paired-end 100 bp or single-end 50bp long reads were generated using the HiSeq2500 
sequencing platform (Illumina) following the manufacturer’s instructions. 96 single 
cell libraries were pooled together and sequenced in one lane of the rapid run flow 
cell. Each plate included two 10-cell controls and two zero-cell controls.
2. Raw data processing      
The single cell raw sequencing data were demultiplexed based on the library-
specific barcodes and converted to fastq files using Illumina standard software 
(bcl2fastq, version 1.8.4). The resulting reads were mapped to the human reference 
genome NCBI36/hg18 using Bowtie2 aligner (31) (version 2.2.4). After alignment, 
reads were sorted using Samtools (32) (version 0.1.19) and duplicate reads were 
marked using BamUtil (version 1.0.3). All Strand-seq libraries were pre-filtered to 
avoid haplotype errors arising from low quality data. For this, we excluded libraries 
with less than 50 reads/Mb, more than 5% level of background reads and exhibiting 
excessive genomic rearrangements, aneuploidy events or uneven coverage. Bam 
files passing our quality criteria served as an input for our haplotyping pipeline.
3. Haplotype data analysis pipeline
Haplotype analyses were performed using our in-house PERL based scripts 
(Supplemental Fig. 1). We used aligned BAM (binary alignment map) files as input 
files, which were filtered for duplicate reads and low mapping quality reads (mapq 
< 10) using Samtools (32) (version 0.1.19). To build single cell haplotypes we 
first selected chromosomal regions that inherited W and C template strands (WC 
regions). For this we scanned the genome of each single cell and counted the 
number of Crick (forward, ‘+’) and Watson (reverse, ‘-’) reads in equally sized 
regions (default 1Mb). Fisher exact tests were used to calculate the probability that 
a region contained approximately equal numbers of Crick and Watson reads and 
agreed with the expected 50:50 ratio of a WC region (16). Subsequently only WC 
regions larger than 5Mb were selected for further analysis. Supplemental dataset 
contains a list of the selected WC regions analyzed for each individual and single 
cell library. Next, we identified SNVs in WC regions by querying variant positions 
listed in the HapMap reference database (a non-redundant list of SNVs from phase 
2 release 22 and phase 3 release 2 using the Samtools ‘mpileup‘ function (32). 
We recorded the specific nucleotide at each variable position separately for the 
Crick and the Watson template strands, creating low-density haplotypes for every 
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single cell. These partial single-cell haplotypes were then used as the input for the 
Strand-seq specific phasing algorithm.
To build whole genome haplotypes, the phasing algorithm StrandPhase analysed 
the single cell haplotypes for a single chromosome at a time. All single cell 
haplotypes for every informative chromosome are considered as a separate entity. 
The first iteration pulled out the pair of single cell haplotypes that contained the 
highest density of overlapping heterozygous positions, and set these as the anchor 
haplotypes. This essentially initialized the two consensus haplotypes, arbitrarily 
designated ‘H1’ and ‘H2’. In the next iteration, the single cell haplotypes containing 
the highest number of SNV positions overlapping with the anchor haplotypes were 
selected and compared separately to both H1 and H2. The percentage of mismatches 
was calculated for each comparison as a missH1 and missH2. Subsequently, the 
difference between the level of mismatches was calculated as ((missH1-missH2)/
(missH1+missH2)/2)*100 and the haplotype showing the highest concordance was 
added to the corresponding consensus haplotype. Single cell haplotypes with 
the degree of difference less than 25 were excluded from the analysis (~1-3% 
of single cell haplotypes were excluded). By iteratively adding additional single 
cell haplotypes to H1 and H2, the density of SNVs in each consensus haplotype 
increased with every additional cell analysed. Single cell data that could not be 
reliably assigned to one of the consensus haplotypes were excluded and reported 
in a separate file.
4. PacBio and Strand-seq cross-validation
We incorporated PacBio data using a three-stage approach. First we mapped PacBio 
reads to the human transcriptome (NCBI36/hg18, Ensembl release 54) using bwasw 
module implemented in BWA aligner (33) (version 0.7.12.). Second, for every 
PacBio read we recorded the specific variant at each position listed in the HapMap 
reference. Lastly, we added strand information to each allele based on the mapping 
directionality. To directly compare our haplotypes with the PacBio dataset we 
selected all PacBio reads that overlapped with at least two heterozygous positions 
in our Strand-seq haplotypes. We filtered out reads containing SNVs with a base 
quality less than 20. Next we calculated the percent of phased PacBio reads that 
matched the phase we found for our haplotypes, to test the level of concordance 
between these datasets. To assess non-random concordance, we randomly shuffled 
the SNVs between the H1 and H2 Strand-seq haplotypes and counted the number 
of concordant and discordant reads again. Reshuffling eliminated the concordance 
between Strand-seq and PacBio data. PacBio data used for this analysis were 
downloaded from the SRA database. Accession numbers: SRR1163655 (NA12878), 
SRR1163657 (NA12891), SRR1163658 (NA12892) (34).
5. Mapping meiotic recombination breakpoints
To map meiotic recombination events with higher resolution we created homolog 
specific BAM files (using our custom PERL script) for each family member by 
merging the phased reads across all single cells into two high density read files per 
individual (one representing H1, and the other representing H2). During this step, 
duplicate reads were filtered and sequencing reads from all single cell haplotypes 
were merged together for each consensus haplotype. In order to compare the 
child with both parents, we temporarily merged the child’s homologs with the 
father’s and mother’s homologs, respectively using Samtools (32) ‘merge’ function 
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and performed SNV calling using GATK UnifiedGenotyper (version 3.2-2) with 
default settings. This identified the heterozygous positions that distinguished the 
child from each parent, which were used to assign the identity of each the child’s 
homologs. In order to map meiotic recombination breakpoints at high-resolution 
we performed a pairwise comparison of each child’s homolog to both maternal 
and paternal homologs. For this comparison only parental heterozygous positions 
covered in the child were considered.  Every comparison was encoded as a 
vector of zeros and ones based on the parental homolog to which child’s homolog 
correspond. (zero – parental homolog 1, one – parental homolog 2). Then we have 
applied circular binary segmentation algorithm (R package fastseg, minSeg set to 
150) (35) on such binary vectors using our custom R script. Segments smaller than 
5Mb were filtered out. Meiotic breakpoint was localized as the end position of one 
segment and start position of the following segment. 
To visualize the meiotic breakpoints we calculated the level of similarity between 
paired homologs by scanning the chromosome using a 10 kmer (10 consecutive 
heterozygous SNVs) long sliding window (moving by one heterozygous position 
at a time). This allowed us to compare 10 heterozygous SNV positions between 
the homologs and calculate the degree of similarity in the window. Similarity 
was calculated as the reverse of Hamming distances with a match score +1 and 
mismatch penalty -2. Meiotic recombination breakpoints were located as positions 
where similarity of a single child’s homolog abruptly drops and instead matched 
the other parental homolog. Final mapping and validation of meiotic recombination 
breakpoints was done by visually confirming the haplotype switch.
To look for shorter switches in haplotypes we used homolog specific BAM files for 
each family member, as discussed above. We performed a pairwise comparison of 
each child’s homolog to both maternal and paternal homologs considering only 
parental heterozygous positions covered in the child. Initially we split each homolog 
into a smaller regions at positions of mapped meiotic recombination events. Then 
using a 3 kmer (3 consecutive heterozygous SNVs) sliding window (moving by one 
heterozygous position at a time) we calculated the level of similarity in every 
window, as mentioned above. Switch event breakpoints were located as positions 
where similarity of a single child’s homolog drops and instead matched the other 
parental homolog. Lastly we filtered out regions that overlapped with regional 
switches in read directionality and with low SNVs of quality (< 100). Putative 
gene conversion event was defined as a short region where single child’s homolog 
corresponding to one parental homolog, matched the other homolog instead. To 
compare the location of our recombination breakpoint predictions to those listed 
in the deCODE project, the deCODE recombination hotspot file was downloaded 
from the UCSC genome table browser database using table browser, HapMap CEU 
hapmap release 24. We selected deCODE recombination rates overlapping with 
regions of our meiotic recombination breakpoints.  For each meiotic recombination 
region defined in our data we look for overlaps with defined regions of meiotic 
recombination rates. We repeated this process for regions 50 kb downstream and 
upstream from Strand-seq defined meiotic recombination breakpoints.
6. Evaluation of single cell haplotypes
To test for haplotype switches at the single cell level, we performed a pairwise 
comparison of each single cell haplotype to both consensus haplotypes for every 
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chromosome. As above, only heterozygous positions between consensus haplotypes 
and the single cell were considered. For each heterozygous position, the consensus 
base was called as highest abundant nucleotide at that position across all cells. 
We scanned each chromosome by 3 kmer (3 consecutive heterozygous SNVs) sliding 
window (moving by one heterozygous position at a time) to systematically compare 
3 heterozygous positions and assess the level of similarity between the single 
cell haplotype and the consensus haplotype. For each comparison, the level of 
similarity was calculated as a reverse of a Hamming distances with match score +1 
and mismatch penalty -2. We selected putative LOH regions where at least three 
consecutive heterozygous positions switched in one haplotype of a single cell but 
not in the other haplotype. We filtered regions smaller than 1000 bp, to ensure 
that not all heterozygous positions are part of a single erroneous read, but were 
covered by independent reads. Data visualization was performed using R packages 
ggbio (36) and ggplot2 (37). 
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Figure S1 - Summary of matches and mismatches with HapMap reference and single cell coverage 
distribution for SNV positions. a) Venn diagram summarizing the total number of SNVs found in Strand-
seq data in comparison to the  HapMap reference. Brown and yellow circles; haplotypes assembled from 
the Strand-seq data, green circle; HapMap reference SNVs used for validation. Overlaps with green 
circle shows number of concordant reads in comparison to the HapMap reference. For example, there 
are 1290199 concordant SNV positions covered on both haplotypes, Child H1 and H2. b) All SNV positions 
found in our Strand-seq haplotypes are plotted by their single cell coverage, which represents the total 
number of independent cells that supported the variant position. SNVs covered by more than one cell 
are considered high confidence (black arrow). The SNVs we identified that agree with the variant listed 
in the HapMap reference are shown in green, and the discordant SNVs (i.e. mismatches) are shown in 
red. The mismatching SNV positions that are high confidence may represent errors in the HapMap refer-
ence or possible de novo mutations in our cell sample.
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Figure S2 - Comparison of Strand-seq child’s haplotypes with Strand-seq parental haplotypes. To 
unambiguously assign the parental origin of each allele in the child, we assessed only high confidence 
SNV positions (i.e. present in > 2 cells) that were heterozygous in the child. In addition, such positions 
had to be homozygous in at least one parent and the other parent had at least one variant phased. Each 
horizontal ideogram represents the two haplotypes of a chromosome, and each SNV is represented as 
a vertical line in the ideogram, with the colour denoting the parental homolog they match. The child’s 
haplotypes were either of paternal (blue) or maternal (red) origin.
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Figure S3 - Location of putative gene conversion event. a) Similarity plot for chromosome 13 depict-
ing pairwise comparison of each child homolog with both parental homologs. Green arrowhead points 
to a short region where similarity of Child H1 and Father H1 decreases. This presents a putative meiotic 
event resolved as a gene conversion. b) Enlarged region on chromosome 13 of the child’s homolog in-
herited from the father. Along each homolog (child H1, father H1 and H2) we plot read coverage (gray) 
with differing nucleotides highlighted (see legend). Green arrowhead points to a short region where 4 
consecutive heterozygous SNVs are switched.
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Figure S4 - Phasing of structural variants on chromosome 2 and chromosome 19. a,b) UCSC Genome 
Browser view of reads from all single cells aligned to a single individual’s homolog (Supplemental Figure 
5) in a zoomed region of chromosome 19 (Chr19). a) The disruption in read density illustrates a hetero-
zygous deletion found on Father H2 and inherited in the child (Child H1).  b) A second deletion down-
stream on Chr19, which is flanked by segmental duplications. Here reads weren’t filtered by mapping 
quality because reads mapping to segmental duplication has assigned low mapping quality. The absence 
of the Father H2 deletion in the child lineage suggests the variant arose de novo in the father cell line. 
In addition, we can see two copy number variants overlapping with known segmental duplications in 
this region. Read coverage of these regions suggests that copy number holds for corresponding  paternal 
(blue arrowheads) and maternal (red arrowheads) homologs inherited in the child. c) Horizontal panels 
represent entropy values for every SNV in a single individual’s homolog (H1 or H2) of a zoomed region 
on chromosome 2 (Chr2). High values of entropy reflect the presence of more than one allele at the 
variable site as a result of mixed haplotype structures at the locus. We can see mixed haplotypes (more 
than one allele) in the father H1 and child H2. Breakpoints of this region are drawn in dashed line. d) 
UCSC Genome Browser view showing Strand-seq reads in the corresponding region for each individual, 
with the colour denoting the directionality of reads aligned to the reference. The underlying Invert.R 
histogram shows the mixed representation of directional reads aligned to the plus and minus strand of 
the reference genome in the father and the child, indicative of a heterozygous inversion at the locus. e) 
Schematic representation of each homolog per individual illustrating the phase of the inversion (arrow), 
which is placed to Father H2 and Child H1.
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Figure S5 - Evaluation of SNV coverage and SNV density in various subsets of Strand-seq libraries. 
To determine the number of Strand-seq libraries required to build accurate whole genome haplotypes, 
we down-sampled our datasets and assessed the SNV coverage and density of the resultant haplotypes. 
Subsets of single cell libraries (between 25-200 cells) were randomly selected and haplotypes built for 
each (see Methods, Section 3). a) The percentage of covered SNVs is plotted for each subset and for 
each individual as a separate line. As expected, we see a positive correlation between number of cells 
and percentage of SNVs covered. We observed that the increase of covered SNVs is less prominent at 
higher number of cells. b) The median distance between neighboring SNVs is plotted for each subset 
and for each individual as a separate line. Here increasing number of cells is negatively correlated 
with decreasing distance between neighboring SNVs. From this data, we concluded that ~100-150 cells 
(shaded gray region) are optimal to reach informative haplotypes at a reasonable costs.
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Figure S6 - Distribution of distances between phased and unphased variants. In dark gray bars fre-
quency of distances between any phased heterozygous variants and the closest unphased heterozygous 
variant from the HapMap reference is plotted. To estimate how many additional HapMap reference vari-
ants can be phased we used publicly available WGS data for NA12878 (SRR1910366 – NCBI SRA archive). 
This dataset contains 250 bp long paired-end reads sequenced on Illumina 2500 platform. We aligned 
these data to the reference genome NCBI36 using the Bowtie230 aligner. Subsequently we searched for 
the read pairs for which at least one mate of the pair overlapped with phased heterozygous SNV in our 
data (findOverlaps function from R package Granges). Since read pairs originate from the same frag-
ment of DNA (haplotype), every mate of the pair overlapping with phased SNV can be used as an anchor 
to phase other mate of the read pair. In the light gray bar we show estimated number of additional 
heterozygous variants listed in the HapMap reference phased using this approach. Since average frag-
ment size of used WGS data was 450bp, we assume most of these additionally phased variants were in 
a distance less than 500bp from the closest phased variant. As you can see almost all (92.5%) unphased 
variants, in the distance lower than 500 bp, were phased using WGS data. We anticipate that using 
paired-end reads with longer fragment sizes or long-read sequencing data, one can phase almost all 
variants listed in the HapMap reference.
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Table S1 - Summary of sequencing data for each individual in the HapMap family trio. Total number 
of sequenced libraries for the child (NA12878), father (NA12891) and mother (NA12892) of the family 
trio analyzed in this study. The number of libraries sequenced as single-end (SE) or paired-end (PE) 
reads are listed. Genome coverage was calculated per mappable genome (mappability file obtained 
from the UCSC genome browser database - /gbdb/hg18/bbi/wgEncodeCrgMapabilityAlign50mer.bw) 
and represents the percentage of genomic positions covered by sequencing reads. Depth of coverage 
represents the average amount of bases sequenced per genomic position. Finally, the percentage of 
HapMap reference SNVs covered per individual is shown.
Table S2 - Comparison of Pacbio data to Strand-seq haplotypes. We performed a direct comparison 
of our Strand-seq haplotypes with long-range Pacbio RNA-Seq reads as an additional test that our hap-
lotypes are correct. Our validation is based on the fact that any PacBio read overlapping at least two 
heterozygous positions represents a phased “mini” haplotype. Therefore, only PacBio reads that over-
lapped with at least two heterozygous alleles (phased using Strand-seq) were included in the analysis. 
The percentage of consistent and inconsistent PacBio reads was calculated as a fraction of all PacBio 
reads overlapping with Strand-seq haplotype backbone and passing filtering criteria.

